
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 



 

 



 

 

WESSEX CAVE CLUB 

 

Journal No. 85. Vol.7. July 1962 

CLUB NEWS 

Hillgrove Hut 

The Hillgrove weekend at the end of May proved a great success. The work accomplished 

included creosoting both the main hut and tackle hut, repainting doors and windows, the 

building of an incinerator and completion of the "gash pit" and the levelling of the old one. The 

social evening at are Globe which followed passed all too quickly; a similar weekend is planned 

in August to complete the outstanding maintenance. All members will be very welcome. 

 

New Members 

We must apologise to the whole host of new members and the affiliated club joining since 

February; their names and addresses were inadvertently left out of the last Journal. We therefore 

belatedly welcome all of them. Addresses appear in the membership list included with this 

Journal. 

 

11.3.62 29.4.62 27.5.62 

C.D. Attiwell H.J. Croker G.W. Jones 

Mr. & Mrs. R.W. Berrill Miss P.M. Davis J.E. Chatterley 

P.D. Forte R. Harding M.K. Woodcroft 

M.B. Galvin N.J. Hart Miss C.M. Bird 

Mr. & Mrs.G.J. Iles V.K. Lea R.A. Gannicott 

R.V. Nickels I. Moody H.G. Clarke 

Mrs. F. Tudgay M. Peach R.V.W. Royffe 

T.E. Reynolds  Miss G.E. Royffe 

East Town Caving Club  J. Gregory 

  G. Doherty 

Committee Vacancy 

The vacancy caused by the appointment of Howard Kenney to the post of Hon. Assistant 

Secretary in place of David Causer has been filled by the Committee (See Rule 5). They are 

happy to welcome Robert Pyke to fill the ranks. 

 

Survey Scheme 

Two additions to the list of surveys available to members from Howard Kenney, Tudor Cottage, 

Beryl Lane, Wells, have been made. The complete list is as follows. Prices include postage. 

Please send tube and 6d. extra postage if you want an unfolded copy, 

Swildons Hole 1/1500 4s. 0d. 

Swildons Hole 1/2000 3s. 0d. 

Eastwater Cavern (2 shts.) 7s. 0d. 

Stoke Lane 4s. 6d. 

Pate Hole, Yorkshire 2s. 9d. 

St. Cuthbert's 4s. 3d. 

Threaplands Cave 3s. 6d. 
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Badges 

Embroidered badges 3" in diameter are now in stock. The design shows the Club Dragon and 

below the words Wessex Cave Club in gold on a black ground. The Dragon holds a white candle 

and the whole is surrounded by a red rope (Courlene?). 

They may be obtained either from the Hut Warden at Hillgrove or by post from the Secretary, 

price 5/-. If required by post please enclose a stamped, addressed envelope. 

Car badges are still available from C.J. Hawkes, 147 Evington Lane, Leicester, at 32/6 each. 

 

G.B. Cave 

Many members may be awaiting the announcement of another Club trip to G.B. A date will no 

doubt be arranged when a space in the programme of meets occurs. However, in the meantime 

Wessex members wishing to visit the cave are able to obtain the key through their Secretary. 

Since the U.B.S.S. rules governing access to G.B. allow only one visiting Club on any particular 

day it is wise for requests to be made to the Secretary well in advance to avoid the possibility of 

prior booking and consequent disappointment. 

 

CLUB MEETS 

 

15th July Banwell Caves and Sandford Hill. A visit to the Bone Cave is planned for the 

morning; meet at the Market Place, Axbridge, at 11 a.m. Mr. J. Hunt of the Axbridge Caving 

Group and Archaeological Society will act as guide and will talk about the archaeological 

aspects of the Cave. Members wishing to go beyond the bone chamber should bring caving 

clothes, otherwise ordinary clothes and a torch will suffice. It is hoped, weather permitting, to 

visit places of interest on Sandford Hill in the afternoon. 

 

29th July St.Cuthberts' 10.30 a.m. Experienced cavers please contact P. Davies, "Morley", Silver 

St., Nailsea, Bristol, for further details of this meet. Numbers limited to 5 per party. It is hoped 

to run three parties. 

 

4th, 5th, 6th August (Bank Holiday) Cow Hole Those with nothing better to do and wishing to 

avoid the traffic jams please congregate at Cow Hole, where the shaft is at present 12ft. deep. 

 

12th August Stoke Lane Slocker Meet 11 a.m. at the Farm. Leader Phil Davies, "Morley", Silver 

St., Nailsea, Bristol. Parties as far as, and/or beyond the sump depending upon demand. 

 

18th/l9th August Hillgrove Weekend The Hut Warden has another list of inside and outside 

maintenance planned. All members most welcome. 

 

25th/26th August Steep Holm Arrangements have now been completed and details circulated to 

all those joining the party. A few vacancies still exist and those interested are asked to contact 

Roy Staynings, 8 Fanshawe Rd, Hengrove, Bristol 4. (Not Henleaze as stated in last issue of 

Journal) without delay. 
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8th/9th September Agen Allwedd Leader C.H. Kenney, Tudor Cottage, Beryl Lane, Wells. Trips 

on both Saturday and Sunday according to taste, ability and time of arrival, will be arranged. 

Names to the leader at least one month in advance for obtaining Nature Conservancy Permits. 

 

22nd/23rd September Derbyshire Leader E.J. Waddon, 65 Raleigh Hall, Eccleshall, Stafford. 

Suggested caves for the weekend include Nettle Pot and Bagshawe Cavern (beyond the Show 

Cave). Further detailed plans and suggested accommodation and camp sites to be announced 

later or available from leader. 

 

20th October Annual General Meeting and Dinner. Venue and details will be announced in the 

next Journal. Motions for discussion and nominations for Officers and Committee should be 

received by the Secretary before 30th September. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hon. Secretary: P. Davies, "Morley", Silver St., Nailsea, Bristol. 

Phone: Nailsea 9. 

Hon., Asst. Secretary: C.H. Kenney, Tudor Cottage, Beryl Lane, Wells, Somerset. 

Phone: Wells 2468 

Hon Treasurer; Mrs. B.M. Willis, 15 Hooper Avenue, Wells, Somerset. 

Editor: C.J. Hawkes, 147 Evington Lane, Leicester. 

Hut Bookings: E. Hanwell, 8 Hooper Avenue, Wells, Somerset. 
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On the 5th May 1962, a working party on its way to Vicarage Passage met Russell Morley and 

Robin Sims on the far side of Sump 1. They were busy making coffee, and in reply to the usual 

enquiry as to where they had been they made a casual reference to Sump 2, and the following 

article is their story. They both came from Aldermaston where they belonged to a climbing 

group. Neither belonged to a caving club. No doubt members will draw their own conclusions as 

to whether it would be safe to follow in their footsteps. 

 

SUMPING FOR BEGINNERS 

 

R.G. Morley 

 

The object of our trip in Swildon's Hole was twofold on this occasion. One, to test some new 

ladders under practical conditions; and Two - to find out by experience what sumping is like. 

 

My companion, Mr. Robin Sims, has been my best and very well trusted friend for some five 

years now. It is just as well, for in this exploit we found ourselves leaning more heavily on each 

other for moral support than for the essential physical support which in caving is necessary. 

 

We knew our way through Swildon's I as far as Sump 1, so this part of the journey presented no 

difficulty. We attacked the sump in a timorous and somewhat amateurish manner, Robin going 

first. When I reached the other side of it I discovered that on the way through he had lost his 

helmet and impedimenta bag under the sump. With some kicking about we managed to locate 

and retrieve that. Then we sat for a moment to recover from the effort of our first sump ever, and 

to relight our acetylene lamps. 

 

This part of the cave has a curious feeling about it, and almost simultaneously we described it as 

being like life after death. The cave itself, however, did not come up to our expectations after 

Swildon's I. It is smaller and much lower. 

 

In spite of our goon suits we were feeling the cold, so we pressed on as briskly as we could. 

There are two short ducks in this passage, both of which looked like another sump until we 

examined then closely. These ducks are pleasantly easy by comparison with Sump 1. Our 

interest in the passage was growing when we reached the line leading into the water of Sump 2. 

However, unlike the substantial line on Sump 1, this was simply ⅛" nylon cord with a fishing 

line alongside it. No-one had told us about Sump 2, and as we had not taken the trouble to find 

out we had no idea how deep or long it might be. We had heard people talking casually about 

trips to Swildon’s 2 and 3, and so had the impression that many people had passed this way 

before us. Robin and I discovered that we make a good sumping pair, as he prefers to go first 

and I last. 

 

We hesitated only briefly. This time I took the impedimenta bag, and my mate tied his helmet on 

firmly. He seized the line, breathed 
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hard twice and submerged. He had told me that in Sump 1, due to his buoyancy, he had walked 

on the ceiling to propel himself along, and I could hear the clatter of his boots doing this now. I 

could also feel his movements by holding the line. 

 

The kicking sound on the rock, and the tugging on the line went on and on and on interminably, 

so it seemed, until the line went limp and the sound ceased. I tried shouting to him, but of course 

he couldn’t hear through the rock. I gave two tugs on the line - I thought I felt a reply, but it 

could have been him letting go of it. Nothing for it but to follow - well, what would you do? 

Your very best friend! 

 

One deep breath, release. Breathe deep again and submerge. This time I had left both hands free 

to hold the line, and just as well that I did. Pulling myself along the line was the only means of 

propulsion available. I don't know how Robin ever managed to walk upside down on the rock. 

Swimming was out of the question with all those clothes on. For six months previous to this 

expedition I had been practising holding my breath whilst walking anywhere. You try holding 

your breath for twenty paces at a time over a distance of a mile or so, it takes some practice. I 

had done this partly with underwater swimming and sumping in mind, end partly to enlarge my 

poor little chest! 

 

My lungs were beginning to burst, and I was anxiously feeling around the ceiling with the top of 

my helmet as I went along, to find out as soon as I reached air. I could hear it tinkling as my 

helmet broke surface, I surfaced, I breathed deeply. It was dark, my electric light - flash - all 

around the three feet diameter bell! NO ROBIN! " Robin", "Robin", “Where are you?" No reply. 

Visions of his wife and children filled my mind. I tried tapping on the rock with my lamp, but 

received no reply. Again I tried tugging at the line. I thought I felt him tug back, but was not 

sure. Visions of my mate trapped under the water by a rock ceiling. Must go on, find him. 

Breathe deep - once, twice, duck and pull along the thin line. BANG! Straight into the rock. The 

line led downwards so I had to follow it. Down, along and up again. The relief that filled my 

mind as I saw his light before I had even surfaced was very great. I think we would have 

embraced if that sort of expression of emotion were not foreign to us both. 

 

We found ourselves in an oval chamber about 25 feet long. At the far end the line was fastened 

to a rock which was part of the ceiling and formed a duck into the next chamber which was of 

similar size. The floor was completely silted up, and the mud seemed up to our knees. I said that 

after the first sump the cave had a feeling of life after death. After the end sump our feeling was 

one of complete hell. Both shivering violently from cold and fright we stood out of the water on 

a small ledge of mud. Oviously another sump lay ahead, but whether it was one foot long or one 

hundred we wouldn't have attempted it for worlds. Our one instinct was to get out of this 

dreadful place as rapidly as possible and to be on the way back. Funnily enough, I could only 

think of the lovely warm, friendly 40 ft. 
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pot. It really seemed like that, because it represented so much security, I suppose. We had to go 

back, it was the lesser of two evils, but both of us were quite frightened about it. This was where 

the moral support came in. We didn’t panic, but must have come quite close to it. 

 

Robin still wanted to go first, but he took an age to summon up his courage. This time we 

decided on a signal using tugs on the line so that I would know when he was through. He 

thought he would try to find the small bell I got into on the way in, so we arranged to meet there 

before completing the dive. Again I heard him kicking the rock and felt his tugs on the line as he 

proceeded along it. Again he took ages before stopping. He sent me no definite signal. I had to 

follow immediately in case he wasn’t through. 

 

One deep breath - out again, breathe in deeply and duck. I had to dive steeply to get under the 

deep bit of rock there. Pulling myself along the line as rapidly as I could I searched again with 

my helmet for the small bell. I found it, heard the water splashing above my head. I pushed my 

head up, breathing out in anticipation. It was not there! Nothing but rock above my head, water 

all around, no air in my lungs! I had let go of the line! It was touching my leg, the seconds I took 

to catch hold of it again seemed minutes. 

 

Pull - pull - pull - everything seemed to be going black. My past life did not race before me as it 

has done on at least one previous occasion. I just thought of nothing but Pull - pull - and don’t 

breathe in. 

 

I had already breathed the filthy muddy water to halfway down my throat when I thought I had 

found the little bell. I remember instinctively expelling the water from my mouth as I pulled my 

way along. The line seemed to go on for ever - so very thin. Again the thrill of seeing light 

through the water. I surfaced under a ledge about six feet past the nearest air surface. I breathed 

in - deep and long, and a voice right down in my stomach went - "Ooooh - Nooo". 

 

I breathed again, and my hands clasped together in front of my face, "Thank God I’m alive" 

"Thank God I’m alive" I repeated that at least ten times before I regained full consciousness. 

 

Robin was in a bad way too. He told me now that he had actually breathed water into his lungs 

both times through that sump, and he could feel it cold and moving about inside. 

 

As soon as we were sufficiently recovered we moved on up the passage as rapidly as possible 

because we were both very cold indeed. As we reached Sump 1 a party were coming through, so 

while the nine of them entered we made some hot coffee and talked to them - asked about Sump 

2 as well. 

 

They were Amazed. Apparently the wretched thing is 40 feet long and is considered impossible 

without compressed air and diving equipment. Well - nobody told us. 

 

Robin cannot even swim. 
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ELECTION FEVER 

 

W.I. Stanton 

 

"Double the length of Mendip cave passage in the next ten years" said the electioneering 

pamphlet, referring to the aspirations of a candidate for high office in our Club. Rubbing my 

eyes, I assured myself that either the author of the pamphlet was an Independable Liberal, or the 

candidate was Superman. But no! The author proved to be one of Mendip's veteran diggers and 

explorers; moreover, a shrewd calculator by profession. And I knew from personal observation, 

in Double Trouble, that the candidate had not only feet, but hands, face and hair of clay! What 

then was I to believe? Was this thing really possible? 

 

The following lists represent my attempt to discover just how Herculean a task the candidate, 

now our respected Secretary, has let himself in for. To make them I have drawn freely on the 

information contained in Nick Barrington's book "The Caves of Mendip", supplemented, 

corrected and brought up to date as best I can. Their accuracy is obviously not one hundred per 

cent, but is I hope sufficiently high for the purposes of this article. With their aid we can 

compare the lengths of cave passage discovered on Mendip in each decade of the present 

century, and thus predict the chances for 1960- 1969. All lengths are in feet. 

 

Open before 1900 

Avelines Hole-130, Badger Hole-50, Bake Hole-25, Banwell Bone Cave-100, Banwell Stalactite 

Cave-250, Blackbird Fissure-20, Bone Hole-60, Bottlehead Slocker-150, Bridged Pot Shelter-

20, Calamine Hole--0, Callow Cave-60, Callow Limeworks Cave-25, Churchill Cave-50, 

Cooper’s Hole-20, Cox’s Cave-300, Dennys Hole-240, Fairy Cave-530, Fissure Cave-80, Flint 

Jack's Cave-25, Foxes Hole-30, Foxes Hole-150, Fox Holes-20, Front Sleights Cave-20, 

Goatchurch Cave-1,800, Gough's Cave-3,470, Gough’s Old Cave-250, Great Oones Hole-490, 

Hawks Nest Cave-40, Honey Hole-25, Hutton Cavern-200, Hyaena Den-120, Lamb Leer-700, 

Long Hole-550, Loxton Cave-330, Loxton Quarry Caves-150, Nancy Camel’s Hole-30, Nedge 

Hill Hole-30, Outlook Cave-35, Pigs Hole-20, Pittard’s Crawls-20, Plumley’s Den-100, Pride 

Evan’s Hole-40, Pride Evan's Attic-20, Reindeer Rift-30, Rodney Stoke Risings-80, Rowberrow 

Cavern-80, Sandford Levy-200, Sandpit Hole-20, Sandy Cave-50, Saye's Hole-125, Slitter 

Hole-50, Soldiers Hole-40, Sows Hole-20, Steep Holm Caves-300, Stoke Lane Slocker-1,300, 

Sun Hole-50, Supra-Sandy Hole-30, Tom Tivey’s Hole-20, Tunnel Cave-30, Uphill Caves-100, 

Wallflower Shelter-20, Whitcombe’s Hole-25, White Spot Cave-170, White Woman’s Hole-60, 

Wookey Hole Cave-1,400. 

Total: 15,015 

 

1900-1909 

Coral Cave-300, Dennys Hole+60, Dulcote Quarry Caves-50, Eastwater Cave- 2,465, Hillgrove 

Swallet-40, Swildon’s Hole-1,860. 

Total: 4,775 (32% of double) Grand Total: 19,790 
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1910-1919 

Dulcote Quarry Caves+50, Eastwater Cave+50, Read's Cavern-1,000, Rhinoceros Hole-30, 

Swildon's Hole+660, Wookey Hole Cave+200. 

Total: 1,990 (10% of double) Grand Total: 21,780 

 

1920-1929 

Avelines Hole+50, Axbridge Ochre Pit Cave-150, Drunkards Hole-120, Loxton Cave+150, 

Read's Cavern+100, Road's Grotto-120, Savory's Hole-20, Sidcot Swallet-440, Swildon's 

Hole+1,280, Tynings Farm Swallet -150, Tynings Great Swallet-25, Willet’s Lane Hole-100. 

Total: 2,705 (12% of double) Grand Total: 24,485 

 

1930-1939 

Banwell Ochre Pit Caves-500, Cow Hole-450, Cross Swallet-30, Doubleback Swallet-30, East 

Twin Swallet-240, Eastwater Cave+310, G.B. Cave-4-,600, Hollowfield Swallet-150, Hywel's 

Hole-20, Milton Hill Fissures-20, Ranspit-50, Swildon's Hole+900, Thrupe Swallet-50, 

Waldegrave Swallet-30, Welsh's Green Swallet-30, Wigmore Swallet-30, Windsor Hill Quarry 

Cave-300, Wookey Hole Cave+230, Zoo Swallet-30. 

Total: 8,000 (33% of double) Grand Total: 32,485 

 

1940-1949 

Badger Hole+50, Bath Swallet-100, Bog Hole-30, Bos Swallet-200, Browne's Hole-400, 

Cuckoo Cleeves-590, Dallimore's Cave-250, Eastwater Cave+375, G.B. Cave+250, Hillgrove 

Swallet+40, Hunting Lodge Swallet-60, Lamb Leer+20, Longwood Swallet-4,480, Loxton 

Cave+30, Manor Fam Swallet-25, Middle Down Drove Swallet-20, Nods Pot-30, Read's 

Cavern+150, Rhino Rift-80, Rod's Pot-650, Scragg's Hole-25, Sidcot Swallet+200, Stoke Lane 

Quarry Cave-30, Stoke Lane Slocker+2,580, Swildon's Hole+2,060, Trat's Crack-20, Waterlip 

Quarry Caves-200, Whitsun Hole-20, Withybrook Slocker-200, Wookey Hole Cave +450. 

Total: 13,615 (42% of double) Grand Total: 46,100 

 

1950-1959 

Alfie's Hole-35, Banwell Stalactite Cave+100, Blakes Farm Swallet-150, Brimble Pit Swallets-

200, Browne’s Hole+-300, Chelm's Combe Quarry Cave-250, Cooks Wood Hole-50, Cooper's 

Hole+50, Downhead Swallet-200, Easter Hole-220, Eastwater Cave+1,125, Fairman's Folly-30, 

G.B. Cave+100, Gough's Cave+50, Hansdown Swallet-60, Hilliers Cave-2,800, Hunters Hole-

700, Lamb Leer+100, Little London Swallet-60, Ludwell Cave-110, Milliars Quarry Cave-50, 

Nods Pot+50, Pixie Grotto-90, Porch's Pot-40, Reservoir Hole-270, Rhino Rift+40, Rookery 

Farm Swallet-20, St. Cuthbert's Swallet-9,000, Stewart's Hole-30, Stock Hill Swallet-60, Stoke 

Lane Slocker+120, Stout Slocker-130, Swildon's Hole+6,340, Tankard Hole-540, Ubley Hill 

Hole-100, Vee Swallet-30, Whatley Quarry Rift-30, Whitsun Hole+135, Wookey Hole 

Cave+170. 

Total: 23,935 (52% of double) Grand Total: 70,035 
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1960-1962 (May) 

? (near Browne's Hole)-150, Balch’s Cave-1,000, Bottlehead Slocker+100, Duck' s Pot-250, 

Fernhill Cave-360, G.B. Cave+150, Gough’s Cave+30, Lamb Leer+60, Nods Pot+20, Pinetree 

Pot-500, Priddy Green Sink-150, Rodney Stoke Risings+20, Springfield Slocker-20, Swildon’s 

Hole+2,500, Totty Pot-50. 

Total; 5,360 Grand Total; 75,395- or 14.3 miles 

 

Of the present decade one quarter is already gone, and at the current rate of discovery the sixt ies 

will reveal roughly the same length of new cave as the fifties, about 20,000 feet. This is less than 

a third of our Secretary’s requirements, although it would have just sufficed in 1919. What he 

needs now, briefly, is five Swildonses! 

 

Other factors combine to make his outlook gloomy. In each decade the difficulty of doubling 

increases by the previous decade's score. Then, analysing the discoveries since 1959, we find 

that almost one third of the total consists of ancient waterways convergent on St. Dunstan's Well 

that have been encountered in the working of Fairy Cave Quarry. Obviously this cannot go on 

for long, nor is it desirable, since (in spite of the good example set by the management of this 

particular quarry) caves in quarries usually come to a sad end. 

 

Most of the rest of the post-1959 total comes from our old friend Swildon’s Hole, now, at 

15,600 foot, within hailing distance of the three-mile mark. The unique length of this remarkable 

cave is apparently due to St. Swithin's preference for horizontal passages, so unlike his 

neighbour St. Cuthbert's rapid descent to near saturation level. Long may it continue, and 

continue it will when a determined attack is made on the choke at the end of Shatter Passage. 

 

In nearly every decade there have been two major advances: 

1) The Discovery of a completely new cave; 2) Fresh finds in Swildon’s. In the first decade it 

was Eastwater and Swildon’s, in the second Swildon’s and Read’s Cavern. In the twenties 

Swildon’s thoroughly eclipsed Sidcot Swallet, and in the thirties it came second to G.B. Only in 

the forties did it fall to third place, following Longwood and Stoke Lane, but the lapse was 

excused in the fifties when advances in Swildon’s were not very far behind the total passage 

length of St. Cuthbert’s. In the present decade Swildon’s is running true to form, and should be 

the subject of our Secretary’s most serious attention.  But the great new cave of the sixties has 

not been discovered yet, unless it is Balch’s Cave. Will it be Manor Farm Swallet, the location 

of which is so promising, or somewhere quite unexpected? Brigadier Glennie’s advice, to dig in 

the pit in the floor of Lamb Leer Great lumber, should not be ignored. 

 

A point brought out by the above lists is that, apart from the exceptional first decade of the 

century when Swildon’s and Eastwater were opened by that exceptional man H.E. Balch, the 

rate of discovery has increased more or less in step with the growing hordes of enthusiastic 

cavers. 
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This being admitted, a new line of approach to the doubling problem suggests itself. If, by the 

circulation of suitably optimistic literature, our Secretary can raise Wessex membership to about 

five thousand..... 

 

But these burblings have gone on long enough. Perhaps there is just space to remark on the 

grand total of 14.3 miles of cave in Mendip. It is rather sobering to reflect that this is not so 

much more than Agen Allwedd. But what a cave it would make; joined end to end it would 

stretch from Stoke Lane to Gough's, with something like a thousand feet of sump and much 

more than that of verticals. Dogs, geese and fiddlers beware! But our Secretary is none of these, 

and in any case he needn't worry, nobody expects him to double-or-quit! 

 

 

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 

 

"Re: Mother Ludlam’s Hole (Hewins M. Esq., Wessex Cave Club Journal Vol. 6, No. 32, 

December 1961. The Moor Park Sandstone Caves, pp. 323-326). 

 

"This cave has been previously visited by Hooper (l) in 194-5. He explored and surveyed it, 

reaching a distance of 'just over 200 ft'. He was unable to proceed further due to the very soft 

roof. It appears that he did not reach the junction referred to by Hewins (above). 

 

"The Farnham (Surrey) Group may be interested in exploring the nearby Puttenham Caves (2) 

which, as legend has it, are connected with Mother Ludlam's Hole. 

 

"References 

(1) Hooper, John, Esq., The British Caver. Ed. G.Platten, Esq., No,14, Spring 1946, Mother 

Ludlam’s Hole, Farnham. pp, 63-70. 

(2) The British Caver Vol. 3 1941 p.21 

 " " "      Vol. 9 194-2 p.19 and p.63 

 

Der Fledemausfänger" 

 

 

"....Like O.C.W., I was not too impressed by the use of prussik slings on a rope as a substitute 

for a proper ladder, but another use of the prussik knot seemed to be a very good idea indeed. 

The last man down, or first up, a ladder, simply ties a knot on to the hanging lifeline, using three 

or four feet of nylon line and attaching the other end to his waist sling. If properly tied, the knot 

is easily slid up or down the rope as he climbs and will give complete protection in the event of 

a slip. This use does away with the tiresome complexities of double lifelining whilst avoiding 

the risk inherent in the frequent practice of not using a lifeline at all. Any manual of rock 

climbing or mountaineering will illustrate the tying of a prussik knot - which is no harder than a 

bowline. 

Derek Ford" 
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WESSEX CAVE CLUB TRIP TO DEVON. MAY 11TH-13TH 

Allan Davis & Roy Staynings 

 

Having arrived very late on Friday evening, we did nothing more than pitch our tent and turn in 

with a promise of good weather the following day. 

 

Saturday morning saw us in Buckfastleigh village buying provisions and spending our money 

on riotous living. At 10 o'clock Charles Bryant joined camp and we were soon on our way to 

Pridhamsleigh cave, which we afterwards christened "The Devonshire Hippopotamus’s Happy 

Haunt". This cave consists mainly of mud held in place by an occasional lump of rock and an 

army blanket. We were joined at the entrance by members of the Army Junior Leaders’ School 

from Taunton, led by a Corporal who 'knew' the way. He had a torch and the remainder of the 

party had a candle. Our independent journeys to the depths again brought us in close contact 

with the army (about twenty strong) and as their candle had, of course, now gone out, we had to 

lead them out to daylight. 

 

A brief visit to Little Pridhamsleigh Cave followed, our exit from which was somewhat 

hastened by an overpowering smell of garbage and rotting vegetation. 

 

On Saturday evening we attended a lecture given by Dr. M.M. Sweeting on her recent visit to 

the Karst of Czechoslovakia, illustrated with maps and slides. This was followed by Mr. J. 

Hooper’s illustrated talk on Cave Cine-photography and Bat Ringing and ended with his prize-

winning film on caving for beginners. 

 

After an early breakfast on Sunday we journeyed to Higher Kiln Quarry where steps are well in 

hand to develop an educational centre for the furtherance of cave research in Britain, We were 

amazed, to find so many cavers ready and eager to do battle. As Charles Bryant had "done" 

Reeds cave on several previous occasions, he went with a party to Baker’s Pit and the remainder 

of us joined the throng ready for Reeds. This cave contains many 'sporting' crawls and some 

good formations, the most unusual of which is "The Little Man". We were amazed at the agility 

of Mrs. Hooper, who at times showed us a clean ;air of heels and left us breathlessly in pursuit 

(Next time we’ll ring her and see where she goes!) Two of us left the main party at this stage to 

do some photography and missed the squeeze of the trip - "The Micron". Glad to say that all the 

members of the Wessex who could get near enough to try it triumphed, while the unsuccessful 

still live in hopes! This was followed by a hurried trip to see some of the developments of the 

quarry as a research centre and we were able to see where remarkable finds of many animal 

bones had been made. 

 

A hurried lunch and we wore off for a journey to Baker’s Pit, a cave situated at the back of the 

local tip. No-one knew the way, but what an experience. In places, the cave lies directly beneath 

the local graveyard, consequently cavers for miles around have booked berths! Containing over 

a mile of passages we had time only to whet our appetites in this very unusual system, dermined 

to pay another visit when more time is available. 

 

We all had a very enjoyable weekend and look forward to another trip to Devon in the future. 
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SOUTH EAST INLET SERIES - SWILDON'S HOLE 

 

Robert Pyke 

 

During the summer of 1961, the writer twice visited the Keith’s Chamber area of Swildons, 

along with Derek Ford, and helped in digging the more southerly of the two choked passages 

that reference to the Swildons Survey will show entering the Eastern side of the chamber 

(narked A on Plan). 

 

Reference to Derek’s article in Journal No. 79 Vol. 6, shows that he predicted the existence of 

on inlet series in this region, feeding into Paradise Regained from beyond Keith’s Chamber. The 

passages in the area are large, and the prospects for their further extension last summer seemed 

good. However, despite Derek’s enthusiasm, his dig didn’t "go”. The monumental headaches 

contracted at the dig by everyone who worked there gave even Derek (a master persuader-for-

unpleasant-projects) quite a job in recruiting labour, and by the time he left Mendip for Canada, 

there was little sign of the choke relenting. 

 

However, at the S.M.C.C. dinner in December, Mike Boon spoke of the greater possibilities 

inherent in the dig at the end of the more northerly inlet passage to Keith’s Chamber, reached by 

way of a 15 ft. climb (marked B on Plan). This was originally scaled with a Maypole, and so, on 

27th December, Steve Wynne-Roberts and the writer started down Swildons carrying the 

appropriate length of scaffolding tube, sawn into three pieces. A sweaty hour or so got us to the 

climb, where we dropped the bits of pole. The climb looked hard, but turned out to be easily 

negotiable without using the Maypole at all - which made us both bad-tempered. The passage at 

the top rose steeply, with a sizeable stream-trench coming down the middle, and over the lip of 

the climb. At the top the passage lowered to the dig, a sand floored bedding plane, which looked 

quite promising, but took no draught. 

 

However, the stream-trench seemed to originate from water that had fallen from a fluted rift 

overhead, and which seemed to be taking a slight draught. Steve accordingly started up it. After 

about 25 ft., he reported that there were no visible nail-marks. A smooth traverse, followed by a 

hard chimney-climb up holdless rock, allowed him to traverse back, and into a mud- floored 

passage without boot marks. 

 

I joined him, and we started down the passage that sloped downward at about 15° with a 

cracked-mud floor. At one point the roof lowered to 18", but the passage was for the most part a 

bedding plane, 2-3 ft. high, with smooth, unrippled walls. After 70 ft. a tributary passage was 

noticed coming in on the right, bringing in a small vadose trench that meandered on down the 

passage with us. 80 ft. beyond this the new passage ended in a cross rift that seemed deep. We 

decided to leave this until a ladder was available and returned to investigate the tributary. This 

was followed up a steady 15° gradient with one or two steeper stretches until a pile of stones 

was encountered, half blocking the passage. Everywhere there was evidence of a strong 

downhill waterflow. The cross section of the passage being round to minaret shaped, with a 

small vadose channel in the floor. Unlike the ’’main passage”, the rock was clean washed.  
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The stone-pile was soon cleared, and beyond the passage continued as before with frequent 

changes of gradient and direction, until a rather shattered 10 ft. pot was reached. A scramble 

gave access to a bedding-plane continuation at the top, from which we could hear the sound of 

drizzling water in a chamber. This, named Terminus Chamber - we hope only temporarily - is 

some 30 ft. high, with a drizzle from above, which disappears into a floor of heavily stalagmited 

boulders. On the far side of the chamber a rift passage continued to a choke, with a false floor of 

wedged boulders through which a downward continuation of the rift was visible. We then 

wound things up and went home. 

 

On 14th January we returned, and laddered the cross-rift that had stopped our progress in the 

main passage earlier. This proved to be 39 ft. deep, with a fine symmetrical passage leading 

from the bottom of it. We followed this with high hopes, for at this time we felt convinced that 

the series bore southward toward the main streamway beyond VI. Around a corner we arrived at 

another pitch, and looking down it saw a pile of carbide at the botton, which forced us to the 

regretful decision that we had arrived somewhere above Shatter Pot. Steve traversed off, and 

soon announced that he was standing 20 ft. above the head of the Shatter Pot pitch. If a ladder 

were to be dropped from this point a round-trip would be possible. 

 

The entry of the passage into Shatter Pot is easily visible from the lead of the pitch, high on the 

left-hand wall, and water from it is probably responsible for most, if not all, of the fluting so 

obvious on the walls of the Pot. 

 

On a subsequent trip, Steve and Mike Boon took the Maypole sections from Keith's Chamber to 

Terminus Chamber and attempted to climb up it. This they accomplished by some ticklish rock-

gymnastics (once more the luckless Maypole proved useless), only to find that it closed 

completely 30 ft. up, and water entering by an impossibly small hole. 

 

The series was surveyed with the (relatively) uncomplaining help of Mike Luckwill and Ken 

Whimster, using a Prismatic Hand Compass and Steel Tape, with estimated inclinations - 

C.R.G. Grade 3 is claimed. The total passage length of the series is 512 ft. - The co-ordinates for 

Terminus Chamber on Stantons Plan are  N. 9800 (Station R) 

 E.10990 

 

Waterflow in the series seems to have been considerable at one time, in view of the powerful 

scalloping in Tributary Passage, and below the 39 ft. pitch. The multi-directional pattern of 

Tributary Passage, and the odd solution pocket in the roof, suggests that it was solutionally 

developed along intersecting joints, and subsequently modified by water travelling at greater 

velocity. Flow from Terminus Chamber down to Shatter Pot seems evident. However, it is not 

easy to fit the first part of Mud Passage, before the Junction, into the scheme of things, or to 

account for the origin of the water that fell down the 42 ft. climb, ran down the passage, and fell 

over the Maypole climb. 
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The South-East inlet passages so far discovered feed mainly into Shatter Pot, and it may well be 

that those feeding Keith's Chamber still remain to be opened up. 

 

On the 5th April four Sidcot cavers, T. Reynolds, W. Fox, B. Guttridge, and T. Atkinson, forced 

the old dig at the foot of the 42 ft. climb. After 1½ hrs. digging it was possible to crawl 15 feet 

into a rift passage showing signs of development by a fair sized stream. The passage is about 20 

ft. high and continues for 100 ft. ending in a choked "sump". The possibilities of extension here 

are good and digging is now under way. 

 

This passage was surveyed on the 5th May. A hand-held, calibrated prismatic compass and 30 

ft. steel tape were used, a foot rule being used for offsets. The roof heights, where marked, were 

estimated. 

 

The passage is now running N.E. in the general direction of Barnes' Loop. It is at a level about 

40-50 ft. higher than Mud Sump, 
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MENDIP NOTES 

Cheramodytes 

To Swildon's VIII 

The cave divers have been having some notable successes. On June 2nd 1962, they attacked 

Sump VI and explored Swildon's VII. This sump is about 8 ft. deep, 30 ft. long and rather tight. 

Mike Boon and Mike Thompson did it all right on compressed air, while Steve Wynne-Roberts 

used a tank escape breathing bag under one arm, leaving the chest uncluttered, but Fred Davies 

found it too tight with a DSEA, his usual diving gear. He got through all right on the next 

occasion. 

 

Swildon’s VII is about 240 ft. long and contains unexplored side passages. It is lofty, reaching 

some 40 ft. in height and is divided into two chambers by an enormous pile of fallen boulders, 

under which the stream disappears. The general trend is still south, but at the far end it was 

observed that the bedding was sloping down to the north. This suggests that there has been 

considerable folding, or else a major syncline has been passed. They are looking out for a 

geologist who can dive. Sump VII is approached by a tight squeeze, which only Mike Boon got 

through. He said it was shallow and roomy. 

 

On Saturday, June 9th, Cowsh Aven was explored by means of the Hensler Maypole with 

additions. It was ascended to a height of about 160 ft. from the streamway. The first aven is a 

pitch of 28 ft. and leads to a narrow ascending passage running west for 20 ft. A turn to the 

south brought them after 10 ft. to the Great Aven, which was climbed in two stages. The first 

(43 ft.) was to a ledge and the second (35 ft.) to a squeeze, which gave on to a narrow passage 

running some 10 ft. to the east. It then entered an unclimbed aven with a heavy drip, which is 

said to be very beautiful. But the rock is rotten, which makes free climbing dangerous, and the 

maypoles cannot be got through the squeeze. This is regarded as being the limit of possible 

exploration from below, and now work has re-started vigorously on The Priddy Green Sink 

above. 

 

A further diving trip was made to Swildon’s VII on the 23rd June, when Fred Davies, Steve 

Wynne-Roberts and Mike Boon reached Sump VIII. Mike had to remove his set in order to get 

through the sump. He pronounced it dangerously tight in its present state. Swildons VIII would 

appear to be 150 ft. more or less straight (clean, Swildon's II type passage), sumping more or 

less under the telephone box, with two ducks en route. 

 

The supporters on these occasions were drawn from many clubs: Wessex, Shepton Mallet, 

M.N.R.C., B.E.C. Swildon’s has long since ceased to be the prerogative of any one club, but this 

is symptomatic of something much finer than the free-for-all which might have followed. It 

means that there is on Mendip a bunch of cavers drawn from many clubs who get on well 

together and join forces to attack the most difficult parts of this most difficult cave. 

 

Not to be whitewashed, Howard Kenney and Oliver Lloyd made a further attack on the mud 

choke in Vicarage Passage on June 30th and broke through into a further 80 ft. of new passage, 

fifty of which were leading in the required direction: towards Double Trouble. Like the old, this 

new passage has an arched roof and mud floor and is undecorated. 
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Archaeological remains in Swildon’s Hole 

I have received a number of reports which amplify the facts set out by "Fledermausfanger" in 

the last number of this Journal (Vol. 7, No. 84, p. 49). Luke Devenish writes, "In the course of 

bulldozing, when I was about to backfill a trench running from the new pumping station to the 

head of the Swildon’s stream, I made a search for pottery, etc. I collected a sieveful, which I 

gave to Wells museum. It included, amongst other things, Samian pottery and hypocaust tile 

fragments. The assumption was made (by Philip Rahtz) that there was a Roman villa nearby, 

possibly belonging to a mine supervisor." Howard Kenney also tells me that when camping near 

the entrance to the cave he used to dig holes for a certain purpose in the corner of the field south 

of and nearest to the entrance. Here he used regularly to find sherds of Samian ware. The 

presence of Roman pottery in the cave is thus easy to understand. Its distribution is, however, 

interesting. Most of the finds have been made in Upper Swildon’s though one should note 

"Fledermausfanger’s" report of one sherd from IV. 

 

Quite different is the distribution of animal remains, which may date from an earlier period. "F" 

has found them mainly in the Wet Way and stream passage down to the 20 ft. pot. I have found 

a few in two of the blind tunnels near the entrance, which at one time led to separate swallets.  

But by far the richest deposit has not been reported by "F”. Perhaps this is because he has never 

been through Sump I. At the Big Bend of II, nearly below the Vicarage, is a shingle bank which 

is full of bones "in situ", mostly horse. At present the stream is cutting its way very slowly 

through this bank and does not appear to be adding to it in times of flood. There can be little 

doubt that this shingle bank was laid down at a time when the stream was consistently very 

much larger than it is now. I would suggest that this puts it back into the post-Pleistocene 

period. It would be well worth doing a properly recorded excavation of part of this shingle bank. 

If Roman artefacts are found with these animal remains, then I shall have been proved wrong. 

 

On free-diving Sump II. 

It is rather humbling to dive Sump I and be faced by two lads who have just been through Sump 

II without breathing apparatus. They have told their own story on another page of this Journal. 

One of then, with a wicked glint in his eye, asked me if I didn’t think that what they had done 

might be described as "foolhardy". I replied that when someone did that sort of thing and 

brought it off, people say "Jolly good show, " but when they are unsuccessful everyone says 

"What bloody fools! " For my part I am thankful that such "bloody fools" exist. Life would be 

dull without then. 

 

Longwood-August Hole Survey 

The Mendip Caving Group is to be congratulated on the result of its labours. Under the direction 

of Mike Rennie its members have made and published a first rate survey of this system. They 

have named the connecting link between Great Chamber and the grotto above Fault Chamber 

"Christmas Crawl”, because it was in fact at Christmas last year that they blasted and dug their 

way through. One is rather mystified by the appearance on their survey of strange place names. 

It is usual to respect the names given to parts of a cave by its discoverer. But the passage which 

the Stride Bros, called the 
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"Tunnel” has here been re-christened "The Drainpipe”. Mercifully there is no "Thynne Passage" 

on the plan. 

 

The President 

We feel we would like to congratulate our President on having a Boulder Ruckle removed from 

his Main Chamber. We understand that he is now progressing favourably. 

 

 

CLUB VISIT TO ROYAL NAVAL STORES DEPOT, COPENACRE, WILTS. 

 

W. Edwards 

 

On June 6th, a party of 12 members and friends, including our worthy Chairman, and another 

member who had travelled especially from Newcastle-Upon-Tyne, were shown around one of 

the many quarries used as underground storage depots by the Royal Navy at Copenacre. The trip 

commenced with a descent to about 90 feet where we were shown the fully automatic air 

conditioning plant for the system. This in itself is a major engineering feat. 

 

Afterwards we covered a veritable rabbit warren of passages and storage spaces all more or less 

on the same level. Parts of the system are 'wet', but this is taken care of by corrugated sheets at 

roof level to catch the drips. Despite the maze of passages it is easy to find one's way out - just 

follow the blue lights! This idea could be adopted for certain other caves! 

 

A most interesting diversion was through an emergency exit into the original stone workings 

and here most of us were surprised to see modern coal cutting machinery being used for cutting 

the stone. Luke disappeared into the darkness and reported a 90 ft. chimney leading to the 

surface. After mustering the party, we returned to the naval part of the quarry and continued our 

tour. 

 

We surfaced again after about two hours and met the superintendent of the whole area. After 

more interesting discussion, during which Luke invited our hosts to come and see a real cave, 

someone suggested a visit to a local, and here the evening ended. 
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15 YEARS AGO "Taperer" 

 

Circular No. 7 - August 1947 - welcomed 24 new members, including our Chairman, Luke 

Devenish, who then lived at Priddy Vicarage. Most have since left the Club, but those remaining 

are P.E. Burt, the Kenney brothers and David Willis. 

 

The following reports on 1947 digs were included in Circular 7:- 

 

Lamb Leer Hywel and Mrs. Murrell with A.E. Glennie, on a recent visit to Mendip, continued 

their attack on the mud filled passage, and have excavated to a distance of 23 ft. According to 

Professor Palmer’s Electrical Survey, the “’new cave” should have been reached at a distance of 

about 12 ft. from the Main Chamber. 

 

Cow Hole Work has continued here and a depth of 12/14 ft. had been reached when it became 

very apparent that it was too dangerous to excavate any more material, so an attempt is now 

being made to sink a shaft vertically from the bottom of the swallet. 

 

Cuckoo Cleeves C.P. Weaver, L. Millward and P. Harvey have opened up an interesting new 

system. A shaft was dug to a depth of about 15 ft. when they broke into the new cave. The first 

exploration was carried out on the 31st May down 400 ft. of Eastwater type passages to a depth 

of approximately 250 ft. About 700 ft. of cave is known, and with the assistance of C. Low, T. 

Lander and P. Dolphin work is now proceeding in an effort to pass a barrier, and so enter an 

open system that can be seen beyond. This work consists of drilling and blasting rock, so 

progress is of necessity rather slow. 
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THE SCIENCE OF WATER FINDING WITH OR WITHOUT THE DIVINING ROD 

WATER COURSES AND THEIR IMPORTANCE 

 

By W. Edwards 

 

CHAPTER I - Water-Finding 

 

The science of water-finding has, like other sciences, been much abused; in fact, I know of no 

other which has come in for so large a share of criticism and denunciation by members of the 

learned societies. To a large extent this is, undoubtedly, the fault of some who have the power of 

"divining", for they have allowed their gift to be prostituted, turned from its natural channel into 

illegitimate paths and have thus brought discredit upon what - rightly used - should be of 

immense benefit to all. 

 

The man who can find water, or point out where water is to be found, without the trouble, the 

expense, or the expenditure for preliminary digging should be proclaimed a public benefactor 

and one whose knowledge should be secured for the public weal. Instead of this he is looked 

askance at; his powers are considered uncanny, and were it not that we are living in an 

intelligent age he would either be worshipped as a god or burnt as a wizard. 

 

In the latter part of the seventeenth century the power of divining vas employed in France for the 

purpose of tracking heretics and criminals, and the abuse of the power became so common that a 

decree was obtained forbidding its use. 

 

The great object of the diviner is to point out the position of water-courses, so that wells may be 

sunk in order to obtain the maximum supply of water at a minimum expenditure. Another, and a 

greater, and of infinitely more importance from a sanitary point of view, is to prevent the 

digging of drains and cesspools near the current of water so that the supply should not be 

contaminated. The importance of this is often overlooked; in fact, I know of one watercourse 

into which a good number of drains run, one a few feet from the place occupied as a public well. 

So grave a menace to the public health should not be overlooked, and it is in this respect that the 

advice of a water-finder is of great value. 

 

CHAPTER II - Water Divining Criticised 

 

There has been voluminous correspondence at various intervals upon the subject of water-

finding, and incidentally, upon the merits or de-merits of the divining rod as an instrument for 

this purpose. Roughly, the divining rod is a forked twig cut from the hazel or thorn of the last 

year’s growth. Some people have the idea that the presence of water affects the twig; others 

have the suspicion (sometimes audibly expressed) that the water-finder manipulates the twig and 

causes it to turn. A large number of learned and scientific men have experimented with water-

finders, and have most carefully scrutinised their methods. Professor Wertheimer experimented 
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in 1906 at Downend, Bristol, and also at Bath Abbey. Journals, more or less connected with 

well-boring and waterworks, have dissected all reports of diviners and their successes with more 

or less carelessness and honesty. One entitled " Water", in its issue of November 15th 1906, 

states:- 

 

“Evidence points strongly to the conclusion that in fact a ' dowser' can do very little, and 

that his reputation has been largely, if not entirely, sustained by clever guesswork and 

subtle - perhaps unconscious - delusion. While, however, there are people about who are 

so constituted that they are completely fascinated by mysticism, the art of dowsing will 

still find adherents, and the hazel twig will be requisitioned so long as there is any money 

to be made by its use.” 

 

This scathing indictment is by no means so formidable as it appears. The writer evidently thinks 

the " dowser" - who is generally uneducated and as honest as the day - is upon his own low 

moral grade. The writer finds that very little or no money is to be made by the use of the 

divining rod, as the services of the diviner are not called into requisition until engineers of more 

or less experience have failed in their efforts to find water, but have proved very successful in 

finding money more often than not extracted from the pockets of dupes deluded by a string of 

meaningless letters which some of these gentry write after their names. 

 

Mr. F.E. Elworthy, in his West Somerset Word Book, very forcibly states the case. He says:- 

 

"The power of the dowser is not merely a surviving superstition, but is believed in by 

many hard-headed practical, men of the world, who have proved by repeated trials that the 

advice of the dowser is correct and worth paying for." 

 

The Hon. Robert Boyle, in his work (Vol. I, 1663), and speaking of the divining rod, says:- 

 

" Critical and careful observers were found to admit its value." 

 

De Quincey, in several of his writings, refers to the value of the water-finder - or "jowsers" as he 

calls them - in Somerset, and he states:- 

 

"For 20 miles around Wrington, in Somerset, the birthplace of Locke, nobody sinks for 

wells without their aid, " and again he remarks, " I have myself witnessed the enormous 

trouble, delay and expense accruing to those who refused to benefit by this art." 

 

E.H. Sartorious, Major-General, retired, writing to "The Times", under date January 21st 1905, 

relates the following experience:- 

 

"Some time ago I was on the Headquarters Staff at Portsmouth when work was going on 

in the Isle of Wight, and the question of a water supply to the forts was a most pressing 

one. I believe efforts were made to obtain water, 
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but these efforts were more or less abortive and usually resulted in digging dry wells. 

Matters were in this unsatisfactory state when, to my great surprise - and at that time, 

much to my amusement - I heard that the then Secretary of State for War had some water 

difficulties solved for him on his property by a water diviner, and was sending the same 

down to see what he could do in the Isle of Wight. The individual duly arrived, and a 

young engineer officer attended him. Not long afterward my duties took me on inspection 

duty to that neighbourhood. There I met the young officer, who related to me that he had 

learned to use the twig, and that the water diviner had proved very successful. 

 

"I chaffed him a good deal on his credulity, and said that the success was probably due to 

an appreciation of the lie of the ground, geological formation, etc., but as to the vagaries of 

the twig I utterly refused to believe it. 

 

"The young engineer replied, "Colonel, it may act with you as it does with me. Will you 

try?" 

 

"Looking on the matter as a joke I accepted the twig, and holding the fork ends loosely in 

my hands I started with him and other officers for the fort we were about to inspect. I had 

walked some distance, chaffing my young friend, and was about to relinquish the twig, 

when it suddenly twisted itself in my loose fingers and stood upright. I confess to an -

uncanny sort of feeling, the surprise was so great. I stopped and said - "Hallo, the twig has 

moved." 

 

"Well, sir", said he, "Look at the ground at your feet." 

 

"I looked down and saw a peg, which had been driven into the ground. 

 

"That peg, sir, was driven by the water diviner to mark the spot where water might be 

found." 

 

"Whether subsequently a well was sunk at that particular spot I do not know, but I learned 

from this experience the existence of a power or force which was not capable of 

explanation. 

 

"Recently I have employed a water diviner to find water on a small property in the Surrey 

Hills, with the greatest success; the amount of water found has largely exceeded the 

amount which he promised, and this at the prophesied depth. Thinking that I could 

improve the position of the well, and taking the lie of the ground into consideration, I had 

one dug a very short distance from the line pegged out; the result was a dry well. Oddly 

enough, the twig no longer worked with me unless the water diviner held my wrists, when 

it jerked up when over the ground he stated held water. He explained the loss of power by 

the indifferent state of health I was in." 
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CHAPTER III - My Experiences 

 

As a water-finder, I will shortly relate my experiences, in the hope that my success will 

encourage others to become diviners. It does not matter to me whether the "rod" is a hazel twig 

or a piece of flat pliable steel, such as a clock spring, or better still, nothing at all. When 

divining, I simply clench my hands, and as I come near an underground watercourse I 

experience a tingling sensation, not unlike a mild electric shock. This becomes much stronger as 

I get right over the course, and the power seems more pronounced. 

 

I have studied geology for a good many years, but I do not find it of any service in finding a 

running course of underground water, as a few yards from the course in some places (in clay 

soils) would result in a dry well. Where the dowser would not be of any use would be in some 

parts of the Thames Valley, say near Wallingford, Berks, as the water lies in the sand and 

shingle for some distance from the river, and it does not act on the rod like a running course. 

 

Some seven years ago water was wanted at Crickly Hill, near Cheltenham. An engineer was 

employed and about £40. spent in sinking a dry well. I was living close to where the work was 

going on, but my suggestions were not followed until after the money had been spent, and only 

about 40 yards from the dry well was a copious supply not three feet underground. I think the 

scheme fell through owing to the expenditure of available funds. £40. would have taken the 

water a good way toward Bentham (the village where the supply was wanted). I went and dug 

the well myself in order to show them that my advice was good, but to which they would not 

listen. 

 

I have had a good many experiments with different people whilst water-finding. I have asked 

people to hold the twig. One farmer in particular, Mr. E. Vowles, of Carscliff Farm, Cheddar, 

Somerset, I got him to hold a bent cane over a known watercourse for a few minutes; it made 

him very nervous for days; in fact, he could not sleep, and he will not try it again. Others do not 

seem to be affected so much, some very slightly, but if I touch their wrists the twig moves up, 

which proves that the movement is caused by animal magnetism. Again, if I place my left hand 

on a person's forehead and my right hand on the back when both are standing on a watercourse, 

it seems to send an electric shock through him. The feeling is not a bit the same off the course. I 

call it a watercourse as it is not a spring until tapped. I have drawn maps of underground courses 

for land agents, and I should think most landowners would like to know where watercourses 

existed on their land and have a map of it. The cost of this is not a large item, while the 

usefulness of it is beyond question. Sometimes, with a bore at the right place, water will rise 

above the surface. 

 

I have taken great interest in tracing a course from Wedmore, in Somerset, to the Mendip Hills, 

over four miles, and there is not a well upon it the whole of this way. It breaks out in one place 

on a kind of boggy soil, about half-way; and runs over at all tines of the year. Anyone 
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looking at the lay of the land from a geological point would know that a supply was only 

possible from the Hills. If this supply was cut off near the hills in any manner, the people of 

Wedmore would have to get a supply elsewhere. No-one seems to study the matter of which 

way the water runs until the supply is stopped. If a map was made of the courses and the right 

bought, the people would be safe for a constant supply. Most readers will agree with me that the 

cause of the rod (or the piece of steel) moving is animal magnetism or electricity in the body. 

There is an electric current running from the tip of the fingers up the arms and over the top of 

the head. When the hands are connected with a piece of steel (one hand being negative and the 

other positive) the current causes the steel to move upwards, but not until the operator comes on 

a running course of water, as the running stream attracts the electricity in the system. There is 

another current which runs up the legs and over the top of the head similar to the one in the 

hands, one foot being positive and the other negative. Still another current runs from the back of 

the head down the spine, running up the body and finishing its course at the forehead. This 

accounts for the sensation caused by the diviner placing his hands on another person’s head. 

Animal magnetism can be transferred from one person to the other by touching them, as was 

shown in another part of this work, when the water-finder touched the Colonel’s wrists, the stick 

moved. 

 

I think from this short and simple explanation that all readers will agree that water divining is 

the only feasible method of finding water. 

 

It is simple, sure, and inexpensive. 

 

My services would be at the disposal of anyone for the purpose of water-finding at a nominal 

fee, and I guarantee success. 

 

Letters will at all times, have ray personal and prompt attention. 

 

W. EDWARDS, 

DRAYCOTT, 

SOMERSET. 

 

Note:- I make no excuse for this article. Although almost entirely divorced from caving it is of 

fairly general interest and I don’t see why some of the dowsers in the club could not do some 

quite useful work. I should welcome any comments. 

 

The article was written for the “Cheddar Valley Times" during the early years of this century.  

 

Ed. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

 

CAVE DIVING GROUP REVIEW FOR 1961 (1962) 

4to, 24p. , plans, sections. 

(Obtainable fron E.J. Waddon, 65 Raleigh Hall, Eccleshall, Stafford @ 3/3pf) 

 

This latest issue contains clear and concise accounts of dives by C.D.G. members and others in 

some thirty caves, together with surveys made in nine of them. Eighteen of these caves are in 

Yorkshire and the reminder in Mendip, Derbyshire, Wales, Ireland and Gibraltar. The dives in 

Swildons have been described elsewhere; those in Wookey Hole made no attempt to reach new 

ground. Details are given of the small new section found in Balch's Cave by diving the first 

sump without apparatus. 

 

T.R.S. 

 

SHEPTON MALLET CAVING CLUB JOURNAL (Series 3) No. 3 1962 

4to., 25p., plans, section. 

(Obtainable from F.J. Davies, 10 Bramley Road, Street, at ls.6d., p.f.) 

 

A small but low-priced journal, containing descriptions of original exploration in Mendip and 

Northern Ireland. Much of the contents, including the account of diving between Swildons III 

and IV, has been published elsewhere in other forms. Some water tracing in St. Cuthbert's is 

new. 

 

T.R.S. 
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WESSEX CAVE CLUB 

MEMBERSHIP LIST 1961/62 

 

ASH, MR. & MRS. A.G., 86 Fernbank Rd., Ascot, Berks. 

ASHWORTH, H.W.W., 9 Lucas Close, West Town Lane, Bristol 4. 

ATTIWELL, C.W., 30 Sandgate Rd., Brislington, Bristol 4. 

ATTWOOD, H.C., 155 Goddard Ave., Swindon, Wilts. 

 

BAILY, J.S., 42 Westgate, Chichester, Sussex. 

BAKER, K.F., 61 Alexandra Ave., Sutton, Surrey. 

BAKER, M.J., "Morello", Ash Lane, Wells, Somerset. 

BALCOMBE, F.G., 6 Temple Gardens, Golders Green, London, N.W.11. 

BARRINGTON, N.R., Donnington Manor, Dunton Green, Sevenoaks, Kent. 

BARRON, H.D., 16 Salisbury Road, Highfield, Southampton. 

BEAUCHAMP, C.A.J., 65 Coombe Lane, Raynes Park, London, S.W.20. 

BENNETT, V.L., 15 North Ave., Heath End, Farnham, Surrey. 

BERRILL, MR. & MRS. R.W., Hillside, Hadspen, Castle Cary, Somerset. 

BERRY, D.J., 1 York Place, Bristol 1. 

BIRD, MISS C.M., 22 Vicars Close, Wells, Somerset. 

BIRD, M.B., South Holm, Hamilton Rd., Weston-Super-Mare, Somerset. 

BLACKWELL-JONES, A.B., Glenmore, Nore Rd., Portishead, Somerset, 

BLAKE, J.E., 123 Farnham Rd., Guildford, Surrey. 

BOOTH, P.M., 35 Cairns Rd., Crosspool, Sheffield. 

BRISLAND, MISS B., 15 Rectory Gdns., Solihull, Warwickshire. 

BROOKER, W.F.R., 43 Hale Reeds, Heath End, Farnham, Surrey. 

BRYANT, D.C., 15 Filton Ave., Bristol 7. 

BRYANT, MR. & MRS. T.C., 15 Filton Ave., Bristol 7. 

BULGIN, R.H.C., 20 Tortworth Rd., Bristol 7. 

BURLETON, A.S., 62 Sefton Park Rd., Ashley Down, Bristol 7. 

BURNETT, J.M., Mitford House, Hencotes, Hexham, Northumberland. 

BURT, P.E., 3 Manor House, Rothamstead, Harpenden, Herts. 

BUSSELL, J.L., 14 Egerton Road, Bishopston, Bristol 7. 

 

CARLTON, J.K., 18 Rothsay Place, Bedford. 

CASTERET, N., Mairlon, St. Gaudens, Ariege, France. 

CAUSER, D.J., 19 Kenmore Crescent, Filton Park, Bristol 7. 

CHARLES, P.H., 14 St. Augustine’s Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham 16. 

CHATTERLEY, J.E., 40 Maidenhead Rd., Hartcliffe, Bristol 3. 

CHURCH, J.R., 35 Rayens Cross Road, Long Ashton, Bristol. 

CLARKE, A.G., 91 Radnor Rd., Horfield, Bristol 7. 

CLARKE, H.G., 15 Montpelier Terrace, Cheltenham, Glos. 

CLEAVE, N.H.L.W., R.A.F. College, Cranwell, Sleaford, Lincs. 

CLINCH, M.C., Officers Mess, R.A.F., Finningley, Doncaster, Yorks. 

COOPER, DR. N.C., Strathmore, Winscombe, Somerset. 
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CROKER, M.J., 317 Canford Lane, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol. 

CROOK, DR. B.A., The Laurels, Timsbury, Somerset. 

CRYER, MISS G.P., 9 Birch Rd., Southville, Bristol 3. 

CULLINGFORD, REV. C.H.D., Paddock House, Linden Pit Path, Leatherhead, Surrey. 

 

DALE, M., 2 Furzedown Rd., Highfield, Southampton. 

DAVIES, P., "Morley", Silver St., Nailsea, Bristol. 

DAVIES, MBS. P., "Morley", Silver St., Nailsea, Bristol. 

DAVIES, PROF. R.E., Dept. of Biochemistry, School of Medicine, University of Pennsylvania, 

Philadelphia PA., U.S.A. 

DAVIS, A.J., 59 Walsh Ave., Hengrove, Bristol 4. 

DAVIS, MISS P.M., 410 Wells Rd., Knowle, Bristol 4. 

DEAR, I.A., E.T.V. Steady, c/o C.D. Office, Portsmouth Dockyard, Hants. 

DEVENISH, MR. & MRS. L.W.E., Washingpool, Chilcote, E. Horrington, Wells. 

DEWEY, A.C., 21 Larchwood Rd., Hermitage Wood Estate, Woking, Surrey. 

DINGLE, A.E., 107 Waverley Rd., Stoneleigh, Epsom, Surrey. 

DOBSON-HINTON, MRS. D.P., Glaisters, Wrington, Somerset. 

DOHERTY, G,, 29 Crown Rd., Sutton, Surrey. 

DOLPHIN, P.B., The Uganda Co. (Africa) Ltd., P.O. Box 1, Kampala, Uganda. 

DUCK, J.W., Vernon Cottage, Bishopsworth, Bristol. 

DUCK, P.W., 13 Goodymoor Ave., Wells, Somerset, 

DUNNICLIFF, H., 10 Effingham Rd., Bristol 6. 

 

EDUARDS, W., 91 Rookery Rd., Knowle, Bristol 4. 

EVERED, H.F., Huntscott, Wootton Courtenay, Minehead, Somerset. 

 

FARR, LT. D.N., R.N., H.M.S. TIPTOE, c/o F.M.O., Malta G.C. 

FAYTER, J.E., 50 Chestnut Ave., Esher, Surrey. 

FORD, MR. &. MRS. D.C., Dept. of Geography, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, 

Canada. 

FORTE, P.D., 37 Mallory Road, Hove, Sussex. 

FRAME, MR. & MRS. J.W., "Brillig", Tekels Ave., Camberley, Surrey. 

FROST, MR. & MRS. F.W., 71 Hazelbury Rd., Knowle, Bristol 4. 

 

GALVIN, M.B., 2 Water Lane, Watford, Herts. 

GANNICOTT, R.A., 52 West Town Lane, Bristol 4. 

GILES, E., 22 Merton Rd., Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex. 

GILES, P.M., P.O. Mess, R.N.A.S., Yeovilton, Yeovil, Somerset. 

GLENISTER, M.P., "The White House", Harley Rd., Grange Estate, Condover, Shrewsbury, 

Shropshire. 

GLENNIE, BRIG. E.A., Seaton House, Shrublands Rd., Berkhamsted, Herts. 

GOODGE, D.P.W., Heathway, 33 Frimley Grove Gdns., Frimley, Aldershot, Hants. 

GOSLING, J.G., The Anchor, Filton, Bristol. 

GREENFIELD, P.J., 26 St. George’s Rd., Famham, Surrey. 
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GREGORY, J., 157 Stayton Rd., Sutton, Surrey. 

GRIFFIN, A.R., Dundry Lane, Winford, Somerset. 

GULLY, A.M., 29 Eastfield, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol. 

GURNETT, C.H., West Nominees Ltd., 41 Lothbury, London, E.C.2. 

 

HALE, K.F., 11 Park Avenue, Bristol 3. 

HALL, T., 32 East Ave., Heath End, Farnham, Surrey. 

HANCOCK, P.T., 12 Ganowie Rd., Redland, Bristol 6. 

HANWELL, MR. & MRS. E.R., 8 Hooper Ave., Wells, Somerset. 

HARWELL, MR. & MRS. J.D., Cross Farm, Draycott, Cheddar, Somerset. 

HARDCASTLE, M.E., 44 Canynge Rd., Clifton, Bristol 8. 

HARDING, R., 36 Dibdin Rd., Sutton, Surrey. 

HARRIS. C.W., Harris & Harris, Market Place, Wells, Somerset. 

HARRIS, P.K., Dene House, Dene Rd., Whitchurch, Bristol 4. 

HARRISON, W.G., 41 Purlewent Drive, Weston, Bath. 

HART, N.J., 80 Ridgeway Rd., Long Ashton, Bristol. 

HAWKES, MR. & MRS. C.J., 147 Evington Lane, Leicester. 

HEMMINGS, A.S., 24 College Rd., Bristol 8. 

HENSLER, E., "Gilead Balm", 12 Knighton Close, Woodford Green, Essex. 

HEWINS, M.A.H., 51 Roman Way, Farnham, Surrey. 

HILL, T.J., 20 Clifton Park, Bristol 8. 

HOBBIS, C.R., Warren Lodge, Long Ashton, Bristol. 

HOBDAY, F.J., 28 Haywards Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex. 

HOLLAND, L., 50 Nightingale Rd., Petts Wood, Kent. 

HOLLAND, M.J., 3 Field View, Shepton Mallet, Somerset. 

HONY, B.V., "Trewithen", Love Lane, Bodmin, Cornwall. 

HOOPER, J.H.D., 34 Richmond Rd., Staines, Middlesex. 

HOOPER, M.L., 6 Marbeck Rd., Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol. 

HUCKER, F.C., Penniless Porch, Wells, Somerset. 

HUGHES, R.F.F., 51 Sandown Rd., Bristol 4. 

HUMPHRIES, K.W., 22 Avon Rd., Keynsham, Bristol. 

 

ILES, MR. & MRS. C.J., Flat 4-, Hallswell House, Goathurst, Bridgwater, Som. 

 

JAMES, C.V.D., "Hallen Lodge", Hallen Rd., Henbury, Bristol. 

JAMES, MISS J.M., Rookery Nook, Wellington Heath, Nr. Ledbury, Herefordshire. 

JONES, G.W., 3 Upjohn Crescent, Hartcliffe, Bristol 3. 

JONES, U., Marsh Farm, Askam-in-Fumess, Lancs. 

 

KEMP, D., 57 Theobalds Rd., London, W.C.l. 

KENNEY, MR. & MRS. C.H., Tudor Cottage, Beryl Lane, Wells, Somerset. 

KENNEY, R.R., 5 Butt Close, Glastonbury, Somerset. 

KENT, MR. & MRS. L.J., Fisherman’s Hut, Yarlington, Wincanton, Somerset. 

KING, C.D., 17 North Ave., Heath End, Farnham, Surrey. 
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KINSMAN, D.J., 123 Knole Lane, Brentry, Bristol. 

KNIPE, MR. & MRS. J.E., Vertical Contractors, Thorndale Mews, Clifton, Bristol 8. 

 

LAMB, REV.P.F.C., The Vicarage, Winkleigh, N.Devon. 

LAMPORT, T., "Terene", Upper Hale, Farnham, Surrey. 

LANDEG, D.J., 39 Tonbridge Crescent, Kenton, Middlesex. 

LANE, MR. & MRS. M.J., 41 Wellesley Ave., Beverley High Rd., Hull, Yorks. 

LAWDER, COM. & MRS. P.B., Brook House, Wrington, Bristol. 

LAWDER, CAPT. & MRS. R.E., Theatre Standards Room, c/o 40 Base Workshops REME, c/o 

G.P.O., Singapore. 

LEA, V.K., 2 Coldharbour Rd., Redland, Bristol 6. 

LENNON, I.G., 8 Druid Rd., Stoke Bishop, Bristol 9. 

LLOYD, DR. O.C., Withey House, Withey Close West, Bristol 9. 
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MURRELL, MR. & MRS. H., Calamine, Smitham Hill, E. Harptree, Bristol. 

 

NICKELS, R.V., The Red Lion Inn, Cricklade, Wilts. 

 

OLDHAM, A.D., c/o Mrs. Cooper, 307 Orphanage Rd., Sutton Coldfield, Warwicks. 

 

PADDOCK, N.L,, Enville Mount, Enville Rd., Bowdon, Altrincham, Cheshire. 

PADFIELD, M., 4 Ryde Rd., Knowle, Bristol 4. 

PARKES, J.G., Woodcote, Wood Lane, Parkgate, Wirral, Cheshire. 

PEACH, M., 7 Powys Ave., Leicester, 
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7TH BATTERSEA SENIOR SCOUTS ADVENTURE SECTION, c/o A.R. Dearling, 46 

Grayham Road, New Malden, Surrey. 

BEDFORD SCHOOL CAVE CLUB, Bedford School, Bedford. 

BEECHEN CLIFF SPELEOLOGICAL SOCIETY, City of Bath Boys School, Beechen Cliff, 

Bath. 

BRISTOL GRAMMAR SCHOOL CAVING CLUB, Bristol Grammar School, Bristol. 

EAST TOWN CAVING CLUB, Clifton College, Bristol 8, 
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